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The great war cannot be stopped. The tyrant Geder Palliako had led his nation to war, but every
victory has called forth another conflict. Now the greater war spreads out before him, and he is
bent on bringing peace. No matter how many people he has to kill to do it.Cithrin bel Sarcour,
rogue banker of the Medean Bank, has returned to the fold. Her apprenticeship has placed her
in the path of war, but the greater dangers are the ones in her past and in her soul.Widowed and
disgraced at the heart of the Empire, Clara Kalliam has become a loyal traitor, defending her
nation against itself. And in the shadows of the world, Captain Marcus Wester tracks an ancient
secret that will change the war in ways not even he can forsee.Return to the critically acclaimed
epic by master storyteller Daniel Abraham, The Dagger and the Coin.For more from Daniel
Abraham, check out: The Dagger and the CoinThe Dragon's PathThe King's BloodThe Tyrant's
LawThe Widow's HouseThe Spider's War

About the AuthorDaniel Abraham is the author of the critically acclaimed Long Price Quartet. He
has been nominated for the Hugo, Nebula, and World Fantasy awards, and won the International
Horror Guild award. He also writes as MLN Hanover and (with Ty Franck) James S.A. Corey. He
lives in New Mexico. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Review"Abraham builds on The
Dragon's Path to create and sustain a rich, satisfyingly complex epic fantasy."―Publishers
Weekly on The King's Blood."This smart, absorbing, fascinating military fantasy, exciting and
genuinely suspenseful, will keep readers on their toes."―Publishers Weekly (Starred Review) on
The Tyrant's Law"Prepare to be shocked, startled, and entertained."―Locus on The Dragon's
Path"It's as if Clint Eastwood went to Narnia...A pleasure for Abraham's legion of fans."―Kirkus
on The Dragon's Path"Everything I look for in a fantasy."―George R.R. Martin on The Dragon's
Path"Abraham is fiercely talented, disturbingly human, breathtakingly original and even on his
bad days kicks all sorts of literary ass."―Junot Diaz on The Long Price Quartet --This text refers
to the paperback edition.
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Burton Berry, “Just Keeps Getting Better. I won't prattle on and provide a synopsis of this book's
characters or plot lines. I will say the series is getting better with every new book. I like the slow
process of getting to know these guys as time progresses as well. I don't have to worry about the
author trying to tell me everything I need to know about the character in the first few chapters. I
really like this style of getting glimpses, then later affirmation of a character flaw or a deeper
understanding of the character's motivating forces. It is like getting to know someone; it takes
time. The story is interesting, and keeps me engaged. There are moments when one chapter
requires me to read 2, or 3, or 4 more to get my fix before setting the book down for a while.”

iank, “A spectacular book. But it's not the last.... George R.R. Martin seems to have had a huge
influence on fantasy writing. Martin was one of the first fantasy authors to write about the filth,
disease and hardship of feudal worlds. Martin is also famous for writing the vastly ambitious 
  
A Game of Thrones

  
  
books with a story that never seems to end.Daniel Abraham, author of the Dagger and Coin
books (and many other excellent books) has collaborated with Martin and lives in New Mexico,
as Martin does. So I can at least imagine Martin's influence on Abraham's work. Abraham's
Dagger and Coin books have the brutal reality of feudal worlds. Reading these books feels more
like reading a history of the early Renaissance than a fantasy novel, except that we get much
more detail than would ever be possible in a history. Abraham plays with the elements of fantasy
novels, and then stabs them to death. There is a bit of magic here, but not much.Considering the
quality of Abraham's books and the depth of his plots, he is a remarkably prolific writer (I'm sure
that Martin's fans wish that he wrote as fast as Mr. Abraham does). Abraham is good at world
building and at describing setting. What makes his novels powerful are the deep portraits of his
characters. One of the most powerful portraits is that of Geder Palliako, the Lord Regent. The
books follow Gedar from his early days as an incompetent knight to his rise as Regent and ruler
of an empire.In Geder we see the banality of evil. Geder has no moral compass. He was bullied
and picked on and is determined that no one will ever laugh at him again. He is easily



manipulated but also a somewhat tragic character as we see him become more and more of a
monster. Many writers can create characters that are evil. Only a sophisticated writer can see
that evil in the real world is not so simple.Epic stories tend to be about the end of eras. This was
the case of the Lord of the Rings and it is also the case of World War I and II. At the end of these
epics and historical cataclysms new eras were ushered in. In the world of the Dagger and the
Coin we see the rise of merchants and banking. In our world this eventually spelled the end of
feudalism. One of the core characters in this story is Cithrin bel Sarcour, a banker. In this story I
wonder if Cithrin will not be the harbinger of a new era that will rise out of the ashes of the
conflict ignited by Geder.The only annoying feature of these books are all of the questions about
the nature of the world the story is set in. There was a dragon empire, ruled by dragons. But how
would that work? Dragons don't have hands and thumbs. There are cities and dragon roads.
How could the dragons build them? Or create the humans and the other thirteen species of
humanity that inhabit this world? Abraham has published a brief description of the thirteen
species, but there's not much in the way of historical detail beyond legend.Like George R.R.
Martin, Abraham writes large stories. The story of the Dagger and the Coin does not end with
Tyrant's Law. Given the challenges of the plot, I'm not sure how many books will be required to
bring it to an end. I hate waiting for the next book, but I will definitely be looking forward to the
next book in the series.”

Ebook Library Reader, “The story is progressing, and what an ending. The 3rd book in the
Dagger and the Coin series moved several plot pieces along nicely. The book opens with some
one-off characters (at least so far), a young man is taken into a cave to see a secret, and what a
secret it is.The main characters in this book are many of the same: Geder, Cithrin, Clara and
MarcusGeder continues on in his mad campaign, now turning Antea against an entire race,
believing that they were part of the plot that Dawson unleashed. He is almost completely
influenced by the spider cultists. He questions some of what he's told, especially the version of
history that the cult pushes, but he does not ever go against what he's taught. He's pushing
Antea too far, straining the soldiers and keeping men from the fields where the harvest
desperately needs to be worked. Geder was one character who I originally felt so much
sympathy for, but he is truly terrifying now.Cithrin is apprenticed to a bank in Suddaphal
(spelling?) right in the path of Geder's army. She grows up quite a bit in this novel, and resumes
her place as head of a bank, ensuring that many refuges can flee her temporary city. I am
scared for her in the next book as Geder has shown that he is completely obsessed with
her.Clara is developing nicely as a character, from obedient wife to scheming widow. She's
branching out and getting to know more of the common people in the city. She realizes that
Geder is out of control and begins a campaign to bring him down. I worry that she will forget
where she's been now that she's moved back into a better societal standing, but hopefully she'll
continue on this same path.Marcus and Kit travel deep into the wilderness to retrieve an artifact
that they hope will end the influence of the Spider Goddess, but unfortunately, they do not



succeed. He's briefly reunited with Cithrin, then ends up with Kit's company, and the ending, oh
wow, the ending that left me saying "are you kidding, you can't end the book here?!"”

Hugh, “Fantasy of the highest quality.. (Spoilers for the entire series so far)I love this series and
it's shaping up to be one of the best I've ever read and I have read a lot of incredible stuff.As with
the previous books we follow Geder, Clara, Marcus and Cithrin, the chapters are divided up
whereby each of the them is the main point of view character and we get to witness events
through their eyes. What I love is that each character is so different - not just in age and gender -
so every chapter is fresh, you see things from a different perspective and they all have distinctive
voices; this author is such a talent.The story arc is fantastic, Geder is a revelation of a character;
I feel sorry for him at times and yet he's a monster. Cithrin describes him perfectly at one stage:
"He's a terrible person, you know. But he's also not. I don't think I've ever known anyone who
managed to make himself so alone".Marcus was a little underused in the previous book but his
adventures with Kit are the strongest chapters in the book in my opinion. Secrets are revealed
that shocked me and I have no idea how this will all end but I can't wait to read more and find
out.If you're onto book 3 then you already know the standard of the prose, plotting, character
growth, world building and story arc that Abraham exhibits. It's complex, clever and hugely
enjoyable.Exceptional. 10/10.”

plot hound, “A return to form.. The second book was disappointing but this one got back on
track.The same old characters, but with added depth, as well as some new ones.The various
sides of the war are shown as individuals and nations struggle against the unexpected power of
Geder's priests.There is plenty of action but the book bypasses tactics for magic leaving the
actual prosecution of the war as a very shallow affair.The personal side is better written and
much more interesting, Clara's quiet war is an unusual angle to take and handled deftly, Cithrin's
role in this book is less interesting but still keeps you interested and Geder's disconnected dual
personality is shown throughout.The plot thread with Marcus and Kit is by far the most
interesting as it exposes new history, several plot twists and a potential new direction.The
ending is good and it really makes you want to get the next one.”

Ebook Library Reader, “no middle-book slump here!. Often, series get accused of middle-book
syndrome but this is a very solid entry and brings in quite a lot of new threads to the story that
are sure to change the outlook of the remaining books.What stood out for me in this installment
was how each of the four POVs brings a very distinct voice and aspect of the story to life. We
have the cringe-worthy tyrant (Geder) the power that banking and commerce can have (Cithrin),
the affect of politics/rumours (Clara) and good old fashioned sword wielding (Marcus). What I
enjoyed was how the lone hero is possibly the least effective which makes for a nice change of
pace in epic fantasy.The lead characters are interesting but Daniel does his usual trick of having
excellent supporting characters in the form of Kit, Vincen and Yardem who easily come to life



despite not having in-depth POVs and feel more "real" in the sense we don't know their inner
thoughts.Fans of action may be disappointed as there isn't much hands-on fighting and the large
battles tend to happen off the page. Then again the book does have more than enough drama
and tension exploring the other aspects of the war so the lack of action wasn't an issue for
me.Daniel also starts to explore racism among the 13 races - something that is often ignored in
fantasies with such diverse inhabitants and I'm curious to see where this leads.I also
appreciated some unexpected developments in the book as there were at least two story
threads that resolved differently one was plot driven and the other was character driven. The
book doesn't end on a cliffhanger but the revelation of the final chapter has me eagerly awaiting
book 4.”

Chris Morgan, “How is this not more popular?. I don't often write reviews for anything at all, but
Daniel Abraham continues to be frustratingly under-appreciated.I won't bother with a synopsis
as they are readily available in other corners. Allow me to simply give you my view on this book,
this series and this author.I first came across Daniel Abraham through George R R Martin -
Abraham is one of Martin's unofficial apprentices, if you will. I began with The Long Price
Quarter and was astounded it hadn't caught a wider following. The Dagger and the Coin is
similarly superb and apparently widely ignored by the greater reading world, even to my dismay
the more niche fantasy fiction fans like myself who voraciously devour everything fantasy. Let me
say plainly, Daniel Abraham is up there with the best - Martin, Hobb, Rothfuss, Abercrombie,
Lawrence and Lynch.There is a precision and crispness to Abraham's prose that few can match.
There are no long winding stuffy descriptions of the landscape or surroundings, yet somehow
they manage to bleed through in perfect, startling clarity. The different cities of Camnipool, Porte
Oliva and the other destinations are all vibrant, unique settings brought to life through the
perspectives of some seriously compelling characters.As with many of the best fantasy series,
the focus shifts a little in this third entry in the series with supporting characters like Clara
Kalliam, Vincen Coe, Yardem Hane and Master Kit taking significant promotions into the
limelight while series staples like Geder and Marcus continue to keep you turning the pages until
dawn. The real genius of the novel for me though, is the dialogue. It snaps off the page like a
firework. Characters speak to each other with bare minimum of conversation at times, yet
underneath is an ocean of meaning, depth and an intimacy masterfully portrayed as few other
authors can accomplish. Case and point: a rather significant conversation between Marcus and
Yardem perfectly encapsulates their relationship. They truly do sound like people who have been
around each other so long that each understands the others thoughts with a few simple words.If
you like your fantasy fresh, surprising and with just the right amount of bite, don't hesitate to get
involved. And please, of course, start at the beginning. I hope Abraham keeps writing for years
and years. Bravo.”

Kentish Woman, “Such a good series.... I am loving this series, and am looking forward to the



last two with enthusiasm ; not to mention some frustration at having to wait and see what
happens!]I am enjoying the character development in these books, and the fact that the
characters drive the plot; the back story of the world is gradually being unfurled too - finally a
dragon! The action stays firmly rooted in realism, however, as economics remains the driving
force.”

The book by Daniel Abraham has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 396 people have provided feedback.
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